We study the unisolvence and interpolation properties of the reduced Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle. This finite element of class C , which has only nine degrees of freedom, can be used in the numerical approximation of plate problems.
Introduction; Main Notation. The space R" is equipped with the Euclidean norm | • | and inner-product <•,•>. If B is a subset of R", we let hB = diameter of B, pB = sup {ft ß; 8 is a ball contained in B], meas(7?) = fB dx (assuming B to be measurable), v\B = restriction of the function v to the set B, Pk(B)={p\B;pEPk(Rn)}, fcGN,
where Pk(R") denotes the space formed by all polynomials of degree < k in n variables.
Given a multi-index a = (a,, a2, . . . , a") E N" with length |a| = 2"=1a/, we use the usual notation davia) for the partial derivatives of order |a| of a function v at a point a E R", while the Fréchet derivatives are denoted Dmvia), or simply Dvia) if m = 1. We write for brevity lDmvia)i-m if|1=|2=... = |m=|) Dmv(aKxA2,...Am)=\ ( DmviaXr^ Am) if £l = É2 = * * • = Im-X = %■ Following [3] , [4] , let us recall some general definitions pertaining to finite elements: A finite element in R" is a triple (K, P, 2), where: o (i) K is a subset of R" with a nonempty interior K and a Lipschitz-continuous boundary in the sense of Necas [7] ,
(ii) P is a vector space of finite dimension TV, whose elements are real-valued functions defined over the set K, (iii) 2 is a set of TV linear forms 0(-, 1 < / < TV, defined over the space P, and the set 2 is P-unisolvent in the following sense: Given arbitrary real numbers a,., 1 < i < TV, there exists one and only one function p E P which satisfies 4>,(p) = a" Ki<N.
function r associated with the degree of freedom 0;-is defined by the relations rf E P and 0,(r/) = Sf/, 1 < i, j < TV.
Notice that the functions r-form indeed a basis in the space P since the identity VpEP, p= X 0,4») /=i holds.
Given a function v defined over the set K, the P-interpolant Xlv of the function v is defined through the relations Xlv E P and QaTIv) = 0,.(u), 1 < /' < N.
Equivalently, we have
Of course, the above definition makes sense only if the function v is smooth enough so that the degrees of freedom 0(u) are well defined. For finite elements for which all the degrees of freedom are of the form davia) (as is the case in this paper), we shall require, for definiteness, that the function v be s times continuously differentiable over the set K, where s is the maximal order of partial derivatives found in the set 2. In other words, for such finite elements, we can define a P-interpolation operator XI: dorn II = C\K) -* P.
A reduced Hsieh-Qough-Tocher triangle is a triple (7Í, P, 2) where the data K, P and 2 are defined as follows.
(i) The set K is a triangle, with vertices ax, a2, a3.
(if) Let a be any point in the interior of the triangle K. Denoting (cf. Figure 1) by K¡ the triangle with vertices a, ai+,, ai+ 2 (the indices are counted modulo 3 Figure 1 whenever necessary), and by K¡ the side opposite to the vertex a¡, the space P is given by (1) P={pE C\K); p\Ki S P3iKt), 9"p|*;. EPxiK\), 1 < i < 3}, This finite element is derived from the standard Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle by a device common to triangular finite elements of class C1, which consists in constraining the normal derivative on the exterior sides to be polynomials of lower degree. The Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle (which is described later in this paper, cf. (6)) is named after Clough and Tocher [6] , and also after Hsieh, who was the first to conceive in 1962 the idea of matching three polynomials so as to get a finite element of class C1. We recall that a finite element is said to be of class C1 if, whenever it is assembled in a triangulation, the resulting functions and their partial derivatives of order one are continuous across the sides common to adjacent triangles. Since this is the case of the reduced Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle, and since its interpolation properties make it amenable for solving fourth-order problems (cf. (5)), this finite element is optimal in the sense that it has the lowest possible number of degrees of freedom, that is, nine, compatible with a cubic variation of the function and a linear variation of the normal derivative along the exterior sides. In particular, we obtain a finite element of class C1 for which the dimension of the space P is quite small, compared to more traditional triangular finite elements of class C1 where only "pure" polynomials are used. We recall that for such elements, Zenisek [11] has shown that the dimension of the space P is at least 18. Notice, however, that this decrease in the dimension, an obvious computational advantage as regards the dimension of the resulting linear system, is obtained at the expense of an increased complexity in the structure of the space P. As expected, the basis functions are harder to compute explicitly.
After we have shown (Theorem 1) that the set 2 is 7>-unisolvent, with P and 2
given as in (1) and (2), we turn to the main object of this paper, which is to estimate the interpolation errors \v -Xlv\m K, where the standard notation
is used, and where, according to the general definition given above, the TMnterpolant Liu is uniquely determined by the conditions (3) XlvEP and 9a(IIu)(a,) = 3au(>.)> 1< / < 3, |a|< 1.
We are then able to show that (Theorem 2), given a family of reduced Hsieh-CloughTocher triangles which is regular in a sense to be defined below, and given a function v E 7/3(7C) CC\K) = dorn II, one has (4) lu -Xlv\m¡K = Oih3K~m), m = 0, 1, 2,
i.e., the order of convergence is the same as one would expect from the inclusion P2iK) C PK for an affine family in the sense of [5] (this is thus another instance of an almost-affine family of finite elements, according to the terminology of [4, Chap-ter 6] ). It appeared, however, that the standard techniques for getting interpolation error estimates for finite elements of class C1 (cf. Bramble and Zlámal [1] , the author [3] , [4] , Raviart [9] , Zenisek [10] , Zlámal [13] ) did not directly apply to this element, and this observation led to the present paper.
Let us then assume that we are using this finite element for solving a fourthorder problem (such as a plate problem) posed over some open set Í2 C R2. If we let u and uh denote, respectively, the exact and approximate solution, then we get from (4),
where h denotes the greatest diameters of the triangles found in the finite element space where the discrete solution uh is found. Notice that the above error estimate requires that the solution u be in the space 7/3(£2), but this is a mild regularity assumption, satisfied if £2 is a convex polygon for a plate problem. Unisolvence. Theorem 1. The set 2 of (2) is P-unisolvent, the space P being defined as in (1). Proof. Since the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the dimension of the iii) The set A is a compact subset of the interior of the triangle K (cf. Figure 2 ). To begin with, we establish a result of a purely geometrical nature. Lemma 1. Let there be given a regular family of reduced Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangles. Then there exists a constant v such that (13) V* e K, W E A, hK < vpKm, I < i < 3.
Proof. It suffices to show that an angle such as af K(a) (cf. Figure 2 Let us assume the contrary. With the notation of Figure 3 , the ratio i,K 'i+X ,K\(\"i + 2,K ai+ i ,k\) ïs a constant independent of K E K, since it equal to the ratio \c¡ -âi+, l(|â/+2 -âi+, I)-1. Therefore, the equality infjç-g^ cx¡ K = 0 would imply that the ratio \aiK ~ ai+XK\(\ai+2K -ai+x<K\)~1 approaches infinity or that the ratio \diK -flI->jç-l(|flf+2 K~ai+\,K\)~l approaches zero, where (d¡K -a¡ K)
is the height issued from a¡ K (cf. Figure 3) . But neither implication is compatible with assumption (12); and, therefore, we have reached a contradiction. D
We are then in a position to prove our main result. Proof. There are two reasons that prevent us from using the "affine" interpolation theory: ( 
14)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (a) The points â may vary inside K: This possibility will require the use of a compactness argument, as in [2] .
(b) Given a subfamily corresponding to a fixed point â, the spaces PK(a) are not in an affine correspondence (since the sets 2^-are in such a correspondence, we are therefore in a situation opposite to that corresponding to the Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle; cf. [2] ).
In what follows, the letter C stands for any constant (not necessarily the same in its various occurrences) independent of K E K, â E A, and of the functions occurring in the inequality where C appears.
The proof is subdivided into several steps, (i) We first notice that the inclusion 773(7C) E C1(K) = dom XlK(â) = dorn AK(â) holds (cf. definitions (8) and (11) To do this, we shall use the following result: Given a (smooth enough) function w whose restriction to the side K¡ belongs to the space P2(K¡), we have By combining (23), (24) and the triangular inequality, we obtain (25) ME ^K(ml,Ki(ä))2 < c\v\3tK. to that given by Bramble and Zlámal [1] .
(ii) The interpolation error estimates (14) of Theorem 2 can be generalized. In particular, one can establish under the same assumptions that ¿ \v -M«>|3)iCf(2) Y/2 < C\v\3yK
(we cannot let m = 3 in (14) because the space PK(â) is not contained in the space H3(K); it is only contained in the space H2(K)). Another generalization would consist,
